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Abstract

The goal of our study is twofold. First, the results of two approaches in a tone annotation task are presented: a manual approach provided by the system MISTRAL + and an automatic approach provided by the system PROSOTRAN. Second, an attempt is made here to determine the number and the patterns of the Mo Piu language tones with respect to the pitch slope and the tone level. It is found that both approaches of the tone annotation yield similar results on the speech material studied: tone patterns detected by the two systems are mainly falling (68% in the manual detection and 55% in the automatic detection) and flat tones (30% in manual detection and 43% in automatic detection) while rising tones are detected very seldom by the two systems (only 2% of the patterns are considered as rising ones). The agreement between the two systems is quite high: 70% of the detected tones have the same pitch movement (rising or flat) and only 4% of the tones detected by the two systems are completely different (neither the slope direction nor the tone levels are identical). The main tone patterns detected in our study are /41, 43, 54/ as falling slopes and /33/ as a plateau.

Index Terms: tone pattern annotation, tonal system, Mo Piu language

1. Introduction

The present study is part of the “Au Co” Project started in 2008 in MICA Institute, aiming to help saving endangered languages in Vietnam. It is based on the collaboration of a wide variety of experts, French and Vietnamese specialists of ethnic languages and computer scientists.

The Au Co project allowed to study an ethnic minority called Mo Piu. This minority is located in the mountains of North Vietnam not far from the Chinese border. According to our previous studies [1], the Mo Piu language is an endangered language. Indeed it is unwritten and spoken only by 237 people in 2011, and until our study, this language was uncharted and undocumented.

This paper is the continuation of our previous studies [1, 2], and it is concerned with the tonal domain of the Mo Piu language. In fact the goal of this study is twofold: 1° to compare 2 methods of tonal descriptions, i.e. a manual/semi-automatic and an entirely automatic one, and 2° to define more precisely the number and the patterns of the Mo Piu tones. For this second goal, a prototone approach is used. These prototones are scientifically built from the observed tones of the same family of languages, -here the Hmong-Mien one-, and represent a common heritage before the evolution of each language.

While recording the prototone list, some items appeared to the speakers to be semantically linked to others and were therefore recorded as well (31 ones). The prototone corpus of the present study is made of 206 (often compound) words repeated 3 times by 1 speaker and labeled by the two systems used in the present study. Thus our data are composed of 3868 tokens (consonants, vowels, pauses) issued from the Praat TextGrids, 1752 tonal sequences (one or more per lexical item), corresponding to the 818 vowels (or tones) of the prototone list including new words added by our speakers. In these data, tones are annotated using our automatic and manual tone annotation systems. Finally aiming at checking the prototone list against the Mo Piu data, our analysis is restricted (see further details in § 4.2. below) to the strict prototone list, i.e. without the extra words added by our speakers. From these items, as explained below, 525 vowels are finally extracted and their tone patterns thoroughly studied.

Although, many works have been published in the domain of the Hmong tonal system [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11], however, among the different Hmong languages, the White Hmong is the most studied. The Hmong languages supply a great diversity and studies report that tone numbers may vary from 3 to 11. Therefore great uncertainties remain about the Mo Piu tonal system.

In the following sections of our study we give first a description of the semi-automatic and automatic approaches used, then the number and the patterns of the Mo Piu tones are discussed, and finally the study focuses on the core of the prototone list, enabling to extract the best information concerning tone levels, their patterns and durations. In the context of this study, neither the voice quality of the tones, nor the tone sandhi (contextual tonal influence) are taken into account.

2. Description of the corpus and data

In order to collect Mo Piu linguistic data, four field trips were undertaken from 2009 to 2012. Our sound and video corpora recorded during these trips supplies about 45 hours of video and speech material (French/Vietnamese/Mo Piu), composed of continuous speech and lists of isolated words (for further details, see [2]). The present study uses specific recordings made in 2012, and is based on a list of prototones [3]. This list just encompases 8 lists of words without any reconstruction of tonal patterns. Our two best Mo Piu speakers recorded this prototone list in the MICA Institute recording room. The aims of using such a prototone list based originally on the Calmsea list, are: 1° to better detect the number and patterns of the Mo Piu tonal system, 2° to contribute to the knowledge of the Hmong-Mien family languages. In this pilot study on tone annotation and analyses, only data recorded by one of our speakers are studied.

While recording the prototone list, some items appeared to the speakers to be semantically linked to others and were therefore recorded as well (31 ones). The prototone corpus of the present study is made of 206 (often compound) words repeated 3 times by 1 speaker and labeled by the two systems used in the present study. Thus our data are composed of 3868 tokens (consonants, vowels, pauses) issued from the Praat TextGrids, 1752 tonal sequences (one or more per lexical item), corresponding to the 818 vowels (or tones) of the prototone list including new words added by our speakers. In these data, tones are annotated using our automatic and manual tone annotation systems. Finally aiming at checking the prototone list against the Mo Piu data, our analysis is restricted (see further details in § 4.2. below) to the strict prototone list, i.e. without the extra words added by our speakers. From these items, as explained below, 525 vowels are finally extracted and their tone patterns thoroughly studied.
3. Comparison of the automatic and manual tools

Our main concern in this study is to describe the most reliably possible the Mo Piu tonal system. To meet this aim, the performances of two tools of tone annotation (PROSOTRAN and MISTRAL+) are evaluated and compared. The two systems use the same manual segmentation provided by an expert phonetician.

3.1. A semi-automatic approach: MISTRAL+

MISTRAL+ [12] is a tool running under Praat enabling to compute the speaker’s tonal range (Hz or semi-tones, 10 ms sampling) in a number of levels defined by the user (5 levels are generally required for tones studies). Moreover MISTRAL+ allows also 1° under the menu “Manipulations task”, to synchronize boundary labels with the melodic alignment (i.e. one melodic segment for one phonetic item), 2° to compute all the data issuing from the different tiers and labels: segment tones at phonetic and word levels, duration at different levels, derivative… 3° to create an xls file with all the manual and computed data, and the IPA codings. In its new version, MISTRAL+ is operating a pre-alignment of the melodic curve at the boundaries chosen by the user. But at this step, the automatic stylization of the melodic curve in MISTRAL+ remains raw, thus the user has to operate a final alignment with a level of stylization of his choice. This part of the manipulation is manually made, matching at the best the sound with its F0 line. The tonal forms are evaluated on a 5 level scale (for instance /43/, /32/, /44/…), and an important task remains to detect, for a tonal segment, its tone prototype pattern and its variants. Thus another task is to check all the deviant patterns in order to verify whether deviant tonal values are on the edge of a tone threshold (in most cases, it is the cause of variations). These deviant values are then easily corrected.

3.2. Automatic approach: PROSOTRAN

Prosotran [13] is a system enabling to annotate tone patterns automatically. At the acoustico-phonetic level, it uses F0-values in semi-tones calculated from the speech signal every 10 ms by the acoustic analysis Aurora [14]. The input of the system requires also the segmentation of the speech signal, which in this study is carried out by hand (by an expert phonetician).

Prosotran uses 5 tone levels for the tone annotation. In order to define tone levels, all the speech material of a speaker is used to build up a histogram of the distribution of the F0 values. Once the extreme (seldom) F0 values are discarded, the remaining pitch range is then divided into 5 tone levels.

Regarding the tone detection, the system provides three different types of information for each vowel: the level and the orientation of the pitch movement (rising, falling, etc.) and the importance of the slope. The tone level is calculated per vowel on 3 distinct points that correspond to the F0 values measured at the beginning, at the end of the vowel and to a third value which is considered as the most pertinent value reflecting the pitch movement between the two extreme (first and last) values. The third pitch point corresponds thus to the turning point of the pitch slope and is obtained by determining two consecutive segments that approximate the best a sequence of pitch values (see Figure 1). The automatic approach indicates also the pertinence of the slope change: whether it is perceptible or not. Therefore an additional label is related to the steepness of the F0 slope itself. The F0 slope value is compared to the glissando threshold (0.16/°) [15, 16] and is annotated symbolically between Vowel_slope++++ (very strong slope, rising or falling) and Vowel_slope-(flat). This symbolic annotation is useful in adjusting the tone level detection: when the F0 slope is steep (higher than the glissando threshold) and the tone levels detected for the different F0 values are the same, then the tone level detection is post-processed in order to obtain an annotation that would reflect the slope movement.

3.3. Comparison of the automatic and manual tools

Our main concern in this study is to describe the most reliably possible the Mo Piu tonal system. To meet this aim, the performances of two tools of tone annotation (PROSOTRAN and MISTRAL+) are evaluated and compared. The two systems use the same manual segmentation provided by an expert phonetician.

4. Results

The tone detection is obtained systematically on three points per vowel by the automatic system, however the number of pertinent tone points is variable in our manual detection (ranging from 2 to 4 points), therefore the tone pattern comparison between the two system performances is made using only two tone points, at tones boundaries (first and the last point).

4.1. Occurrences of tone patterns

4.1.1. Tone detection yielded by MISTRAL+

The results are presented from a general up to the most detailed perspective. This part of the study concerns all the data (660 vowels, from the strict prototone list, including simple and compound words as well).

Confirmed also by the PROSOTRAN analysis (see below § 4.1.2), the rising tone patterns are very seldom used. In the manual task described in paragraph 4.2, these patterns are thoroughly analyzed.

In our previous study [2] based on 44 compound words in 3 repetitions made by 2 speakers, the tone patterns /32,33,43,44/ are detected the most frequently. Hopefully, our previous findings will be completed and confirmed by this new study of a new speech material containing a new speaker, a new selection of words, more items, and a more detailed manual procedure. Figure 2 presents the results issued from our new data.

Although the tone patterns /32,33,43,44/ are still detected in our new data, however there are major differences as far as their occurrences are concerned. But as the number of words is...
different between the 2 corpora (only ¼ of the words is common between them), these word differences can partly account for the differences of the tone patterns. The patterns /32/ and /33/ are the most frequent in our first study, although in the present one, these patterns are seldom, while the pattern /43/ is far the most frequent.

4.1.2. Tone detection yielded by PROSOTRAN

The most frequently detected tone patterns by our automatic approach are the falling ones /43,54,53/ and the plateaux /55, 33, 44/. Rising tones are very seldom detected in the speech material by the PROSOTRAN system.

4.1.3. MISTRAL & PROSOTRAN: tone detection comparison

The two tone detection systems work in quite a similar way: they detect mostly falling and flat tones while rising tones are very seldom detected by either of them (only 2% of rising tones are detected by the two systems). As far as rising and falling tones are concerned, less flat tones (30%) and more falling tones (68%) are detected by our manual approach than by the automatic system used (43% flat tone patterns and 55% falling tone patterns). Moreover, the two systems agree in the most frequently detected tone pattern which is the pattern /43/ for both detections. Agreement between the two approaches when 3 points (F0 value at the beginning, at the central pivot point and at the end of the vowel) of the tone detection are considered is about 60%. But when only the first and the last points are considered (the middle point is left out from the comparison), the agreement reaches 70% between the systems. Furthermore for 26% of the tone patterns, there is at least one tone level shared by the two (manual and automatic) annotations and only 4% of the detected tone patterns are mismatching between the two systems: neither the slope direction nor the tone levels are identical.

4.2. Prototones and tones

In the following paragraphs the prototone list, reduced to its core, is studied using an analysis yielded by MISTRAL+. The speech material used here contains (after that extra words are discarded) 660 words/vowels/tones. Our goal is to put to light a structure, if any, for each of the 8 prototones. 175 lexical items are used here uttered in 3 repetitions, yielding 525 items of single and compound-reduced words (only one item from the compound words is selected). Moreover in case of a discrepancy among the 3 repetitions of a same lexical item, F0 values are checked in order to correct a possible threshold effect: ± 5 Hz around the threshold are considered as tolerable.

The use of some F0 values can be considered as a speaker effect: before tuning the prototypical target, the speaker can undershoot the F0 values, or he can produce tone pattern modulations provoking a change of the tone level (at most ± 1 level) deviating thus from the main tone pattern (falling slope or plateau). Furthermore a clear fact seems to emerge from the data: no matter what the tone middle value is, the last portion or plateau). Furthermore a clear fact seems to emerge from the data: no matter what the tone middle value is, the last portion (the middle point is left out from the comparison), the agreement reaches 70% between the systems. Furthermore for 26% of the tone patterns, there is at least one tone level shared by the two (manual and automatic) annotations and only 4% of the detected tone patterns are mismatching between the two systems: neither the slope direction nor the tone levels are identical.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nb</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>43</th>
<th>54</th>
<th>44</th>
<th>33</th>
<th>41</th>
<th>32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>525</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Occurrences (in absolute (Nb) and relative (the percentage) values) of lexical items/vowels/tones per prototone type (P)

As it appears from Table 1, lexical items are unevenly distributed through the different prototones (see column Nb), especially through the prototones 6, 7 and 8.
4.2.1. Distribution of the tones across the prototones

Whatever the number of examples of each prototone can be, a stable trait is striking in Table 1: the tone /43/ accounts for more than the half of the data occurrences (299/525): in fact, this pattern is present in all the prototones, and ranks as the first pattern in the prototones 2, 3, 5, (6), 7, 8. Of course, the prototone list used is not a Mo Piu tone list. From these limited data restricted to only one speaker and containing an unbalanced number of prototones, we can only formulate some new hypotheses: 1° some prototones (2, 3, 5, 7, 8) seem to have merged into the tone /43/; 2° the prototone 6 is distributed equally into tones /43,41/ but its data are not numerous enough to draw valid conclusions; 3° though one third of the tones belongs to tone /43/, the prototone 4 seems to converge towards the plateau /33/, but again the lack of data prevents further conclusions; 4° the prototone 1 seems to have mostly converged towards the tone /54/. From this perspective, the tones /44, 32/ seem to be overshoot or undershot targets of the other tones. However, it is still possible that the tone patterns /44, 32/ exist in Mo Piu words not included in our list, and also that other tones exist in the Mo Piu language than those presented in the prototone list.

4.2.2. Tonal patterns

Percentages have been calculated for the tones presenting the biggest population (/43,54,41,33/) among the prototones. Each tone supplies phonetically (i.e. tonetically) modulations which are not significant at the meaning level but are so at the physiological, expressive, emotional or attitudinal level. The task consists then in extracting the right pattern of the tone. In other words, one has to decide whether a pattern such as /433/ is a modulation of the tone /43/ or the true prototype pattern /433/?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tones</th>
<th>1 direction</th>
<th>2 directions</th>
<th>&gt; 2 directions</th>
<th>Ranked</th>
<th>1st</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>544</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>433</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Tones occurrences according to the number of their orientations (slopes or plateaux), and preferred patterns

The answer to this question can be drawn from two embedded cues: the difference of occurrences between tones with 1, 2 or more than 2 orientations (falling slopes or plateaux), and the most frequently observed pattern. According to these cues, the tones /54,43/ are the most numerous among the two direction tones (their main patterns are respectively /544/ and /433/), while the tones /41,33/ present one direction. The other patterns (same number of slopes or more) are thus considered as simple variants of these main patterns. On the other hand, the “one orientation” variants for tones /44,43/ can be considered on the basis of their weak population, as carrying slighter modulations than the perceptual threshold (during the tonal alignment in the Praat Manipulations step), and therefore not taken into account.

4.2.3. Duration

The mean vowel/tone duration is 293 ms with a standard-deviation of 72 ms. Figure 4 above presents the durations of the 525 vowels/tones and their standard deviations. There is no clear tendency enabling to make further oppositions between the tones or their orientation (falling slopes, plateaux) and the measured vowel durations.

5. Conclusion

The goal of our study is not only to give a description of tone patterns of the Mo Piu language but also to evaluate the detection and the annotation of the tone patterns. In order to obtain a reliable annotation of the tone patterns, this task is achieved here by two approaches, by a semi-automatic one allowing manual adjustments (MISTRAL+) and an automatic one (PROSOTRAN).

In the tone pattern detection, both approaches use F0 values in semi-tones and a manual segmentation of the speech signal made by an expert phonetician. The two systems yield similar results. They detected with the highest occurrence the same falling pattern /43/ and the overall agreement between the two systems as far as the F0 slope direction is concerned, is about 70%. The main difference between the two systems is in a higher ratio of plateau pattern detection provided by the automatic system, probably due to the differences in the pitch range calculation that influences the limits of the tone levels.

Although our data are limited, the main results concerning tone levels confirm findings of previous studies [1, 2]. Our study allow to reduce the number of different tone patterns and to give more precision about them, putting to light a bidirectional pattern for falling tones /54/ (/544/) and /43/ (/433/), and a one direction pattern for /41/ (and of course for the plateau /33/).

The adopted perspective can be considered as a step toward tone phonology, supplying a pre-phonological scope about the Mo Piu tonal system.

Concerning the relation between Mo Piu tones and the 8 prototones, in the limits of our data, it is only possible to put forward that the 8 prototones do not lead to 8 Mo Piu tones. A tone restructuring is made in Mo Piu under the pressure of history, internal reorganization and loan words. Nowadays in Mo Piu, the main tone patterns are falling slopes and plateaux. Some prototones 2, 3, 5, 8 seem to have merged into the same tone /43/, while the prototone 4 seems to mostly correspond to the tone /54/. As for the other prototones, other data are needed to confirm whether 6 is split up in two tones /43, 41/, and whether 4 leads to the plateau /33/.

Figure 4: Mean durations of the main tones (525 vowels / tones) and their standard-deviation

Table 2. Tones occurrences according to the number of their orientations (slopes or plateaux), and preferred patterns
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